BRIDGING PAST AND FUTURE: JUDGE FRANK JOHNSON AND MINORITY VOTE SUPPRESSION

Kathryn Abrams*

It is an honor and a pleasure to be part of this celebration to mark the centennial of Judge Frank Johnson Jr. I want to thank Ron Krotoszynski and The University of Alabama School of Law for bringing us here to discuss the Judge’s work and for their hospitality.

When I clerked for the Judge, he was already well established on the appellate bench. Although that year was hardly devoid of controversy—the Judge wrote important opinions in both *Hardwick v. Bowers* and *McCleskey v. Kemp*—there was a part of me that was deeply curious about the Judge in his legendary role on the district court bench (and perhaps even a little jealous of the clerks who had the opportunity to assist him in those years). I took the opportunity provided by this gathering, and this panel in particular, to investigate two of the Judge’s most important district court opinions in the area of voting rights: *United States v. Alabama* (from Macon County) and *United States v. Penton* (from Montgomery County). My goal is to identify the distinctive attributes of Judge Johnson’s approach in these cases, which concern first-generation tactics of vote suppression, and to ask what implications they might have for the second-generation tactics of vote suppression that are increasingly shaping the electoral landscape.

*Alabama* and *Penton* were spectacular cases, textbook illustrations of the exceptional lengths to which local registrars were willing to go to prevent African-American citizens from exercising their right to vote. The registrars utilized constitutional writing and interpretation tests and elaborate written applications for which any technical error could be disqualifying. Registrars also made administrative choices that reduced further the miniscule chance that any African-American applicant could register: they took applicants out of order of arrival; they helped white, but not black, applicants with difficult questions; and they failed to notify black applicants whether their applications for registration had
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been accepted, impeding their ability to appeal or reapply.\(^6\) Practices were layered on practices in a way that made the need for Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, which would not arrive for several more years, crystal clear. The result of these varied practices was precisely what one would anticipate: in predominantly black Macon County, for example, less than 10% of the black voters and close to 100% of the white voters were registered to vote.\(^7\)

Judge Johnson took huge strides to restore order in the face of this invidiously motivated chaos. He did it through opinions that shared a number of distinctive characteristics: some substantive, some procedural or operational. Substantively, Judge Johnson insisted on the crucial, foundational character of the right to vote. Although his immediate concern was its discriminatory denial, he also stepped outside that specific focus to emphasize its importance in animating our representative democracy. For example, Judge Johnson declared in *Penton*:

> [T]he only true basis of a representative government is equality in the right to select those representatives. . . . This right to vote is a personal right that is vested in qualified individuals by virtue of their citizenship. It is not a privilege to be granted or denied at the whim or caprice of state officers or state governments.\(^8\)

As a cornerstone of representative government that flows directly from citizenship, the right to vote is not to be treated as a privilege—available only on some showing of unusual commitment or extrinsic merit—and particularly not to be denied by state officials on the basis of ad hoc or ungrounded judgments.

Also substantively, Judge Johnson was highly contextual in his analysis of denials of the vote. He was keenly alert to the ways that challenged voting practices interacted with the inequality produced by earlier discriminatory practices, directly related to the franchise and beyond. In *United States v. Alabama*, he stated:

> [T]he State of Alabama, acting through its agents . . . has deliberately engaged in acts and practices designed to discriminate against qualified Negroes in their efforts to register to vote. Such acts and practices have brought about and perpetuated the disparity between the relative percentages of Negroes and whites registered to vote.\(^9\)

In *Alabama*, for example, he highlighted the way a registration slowdown—implemented at the end of the period he examined—interacted with discriminatory registration practices that were ongoing throughout that period.\(^10\)
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These cases also demonstrated several operational features of Judge Johnson’s approach. Most notably, in these cases—as in his desegregation and institutional-reform cases—the Judge built and relied on a meticulous and exhaustive factual record in reaching his opinions. In the Macon County case, he asked John Doar from the Department of Justice to come to Alabama to document and investigate the practices of county registrars.\textsuperscript{11} He then took elaborate testimony and built a veritable library of exhibits. In upholding Judge Johnson’s decree, in \textit{Alabama v. United States}, the Fifth Circuit commented on the breathtaking extent of the factual record: over 900 pages of testimony from fifty-three witnesses and “two huge boxes of . . . exhibits.”\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Penton} went further, with 175 witnesses and 13,000 exhibits.\textsuperscript{13} The Judge believed it to be crucial that his opinions were based on painstakingly established fact, rather than assumption or speculation.

This record enabled the second operational feature of Judge Johnson’s adjudication in these cases: his searching scrutiny of state justifications and eagle eye for anything he thought was indicative of pretext. The Judge demanded state interests and explanations that were supported by the facts and he was not hesitant to call the state out when no evidentiary support was forthcoming. He wrote of one state justification offered in \textit{Penton} that: “[T]his impresses this Court as being nothing more than a sham and an attempt on the part of the Board [of registrars] to disguise their past discriminatory practices.”\textsuperscript{14} In \textit{Alabama} he wrote: “The registrars tender in explanation puny excuses such as . . . .”\textsuperscript{15} Such language not only was bracing in its candor but also put parties on notice that the legitimacy and weight of state interest would be determined by comparing words with documented deeds.

Another distinctive feature of his opinions was his penchant for innovative, demanding remedial orders. These will be the specific focus of several articles in this symposium issue.\textsuperscript{16} In the vote-suppression cases, two features of the Judge’s orders were particularly novel. The first was the use of mandatory decrees registering specific individuals who had been denied as a result of discriminatory practices.\textsuperscript{17} The second was the so-called “freezing” test that grounded this order: the idea that black applicants should be registered in accordance with
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the more lenient standards that, at that time, had been applied to white applicants. Judge Johnson viewed this as a temporary yet urgent expedient, necessary to overcome the effects of past discrimination against prospective black voters. As he said of his finding that registrars had offered assistance to white voters in preparing their applications yet had denied such assistance to black applicants: “While it is true that no applicant is entitled to assistance, it is not true that the law will permit assistance to whites, whether it be solicited or unsolicited, and the denial of like assistance to members of the Negro race.”

Some view the “freezing” test, which came to be applied across the Fifth Circuit more generally, as a precursor to Section 5 review and its “retrogression” test.

The final feature of these opinions might seem to be at odds with Judge Johnson’s stringent scrutiny of the practices of state registrars: his insistence on making state officials the remedial authorities of the first resort. In the Macon County case, for example, Judge Johnson declined the request of the United States to appoint federal voting referees to administer the registration process. This refusal, he explained, reflected “the idea that the defendants can act fairly if the directions spelled out in this Court’s decree are followed in good faith.”

It was crucial, in the Judge’s view, that state officials show themselves capable of acting in a just and even-handed way, particularly after the violations the case had unearthed, because the frankly discriminatory practices of registrars damaged the state as well as those that they disenfranchised. If the defendants act fairly and can be seen to act fairly, Judge Johnson concluded, “they will have regained for Macon County and for the State of Alabama the integrity that the evidence in this case makes abundantly clear has been lost in this field of voting rights.” Though this was the same state—and some of the same people—whose invidious schemes and pretextual rationales he upended, Judge Johnson believed that allowing state officials to direct changes under the guidance of a
strong decree could give them a sense of ownership over the changes and restore the public trust in a system that he believed had been damaged by its great injustice.

I want to now consider the potential implications of this legacy for a new challenge: the so-called second-generation vote-denial devices that, since at least 2001, have become increasingly prominent features of the electoral landscape. A range of practices, from the purging of voter lists to felon disenfranchisement to voter-ID laws, have garnered controversy and drawn legal challenges. Courts are now in the throes of deciding how to respond to these practices, and my question is whether and how Judge Johnson’s early vote-denial jurisprudence might guide us. The application will not be direct: features of the present suppression tactics pose a distinct form of challenge and present distinct obstacles to (minority) enfranchisement. Perhaps because of these facial differences, early efforts by the Court to assess these practices took a less stringent, more deferential stance toward state actors. Nonetheless, important lessons that can be drawn from the Judge’s approach are beginning to inform a new spate of challenges to these practices and might productively guide us in continuing efforts.

Second-generation vote-suppression mechanisms have conspicuous similarities to and notable differences from first-generation devices. Both are strategies mobilized in service of a specifically partisan effort to achieve electoral advantage. While the association of strict voter-ID laws or voter purges with state Republican parties is sometimes offered to suggest that recent policies are distinct in their partisan impetus, historical analysis makes clear that the entwinement of partisan and racialized motivations for vote suppression dates back to Reconstruction. First- and second-generation mechanisms both utilize ostensibly neutral laws to prevent the emergent enfranchisement of comparatively disadvantaged groups and perpetuate a more privileged and homogeneous electorate. Within those effects, both are alleged to bear heavily on racial
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minority groups, while also disenabling groups of relatively disadvantaged whites.29

Notwithstanding these similarities, there are also differences. Several features of first-generation voter-suppression tactics made the inference of racially discriminatory motivation more straightforward than in the present context. In the late nineteenth through mid-twentieth century, neutral measures were given starkly disproportionate effect by floridly racially differentiated administration—some of the very moves highlighted by Judge Johnson’s opinions. In the present context, racially disparate administration30 exacerbates state-enacted requirements that themselves have differential effects within minority communities. Yet the differential administration is subtler in character: minority voters may be asked for ID where it is not required or asked more frequently than white counterparts where it is. And the suppressive effects are more modest than their first-generation counterparts: a 5% effect31 rather than a 90% effect.32 Moreover, first-generation suppression also involved organized, often state-assisted, brutality against African-American registrants, their families, and their allies, a pattern we do not see in contemporary vote-suppression efforts. These factors suggest a conspicuous thread of antiblack animus, or purposeful will to thwart the process of black enfranchisement, that is harder to identify in the present period. In the area of felon disenfranchisement, we may glimpse the operation of stereotypes about those deprived of the vote, but with respect to photo ID, restricted hours, or voter-purge laws, officials stress the importance of protecting the electoral process by preventing voter fraud.33 The state of mind associated with second-generation suppression thus seems more indicative of deliberate indifference to, or casual devaluation of, the electoral inclusion of members of minority groups, than it does of stereotype, antipathy, or animus. This distinction might seem to make a difference in a period when courts are increasingly skeptical about evidence of disparate effects34 and when discrimination is characterized either as classification per se or as the discriminatory animus underlying race-neutral state enactments.

Perhaps cognizant of these differences, courts have often been less receptive to second-generation voter-suppression claims. I will focus here on one of the most common forms of second-generation suppression: judicial treatment of strict state voter-ID requirements. Crawford v. Marion County,35 the Supreme
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Court’s first assessment of such requirements, is an example of this more equivocal judicial treatment. Writing for the majority, Justice Stevens drew a balancing test from two earlier cases, *Anderson v. Celebrezze* and *Burdick v. Takushi*. These cases recognized fundamental rights in two strands of “liberty” affected by ballot-access restrictions: “[T]he right of individuals to associate for the advancement of political beliefs, and the right of qualified voters, regardless of their political persuasion, to cast their votes effectively.” Yet they noted that the constitutional power of states to control the elections, so as to facilitate an orderly democratic process, necessitated some degree of regulation. Thus, not all such claims should be subject to strict scrutiny or any other kind of litmus test:

A court considering a challenge to a state election law must weigh “the character and magnitude of the asserted injury to the rights protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments . . . against “the precise interests put forward by the State as justifications for the burden imposed by its rule,” taking into consideration “the extent to which those interests make it necessary to burden the plaintiff’s rights.”

Finding the state photo-ID requirement at issue in *Crawford* to be an “inconvenience” rather than a “substantial burden” on the right to vote, the majority found the state’s “relevant and legitimate state interests”—principally, deterring and detecting voter fraud; modernizing elections; and maintaining voter confidence—to be “sufficiently weighty to justify the limitation.” The Court reached this conclusion despite its acknowledgment that there had been no documented cases of voter-impersonation fraud (the kind of fraud addressed by a photo-ID requirement) in Indiana’s history and despite the absence of
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any showing that the broad goals of election modernization and voter confidence necessitate this specific, stringent remedy.\textsuperscript{43}

\textit{Crawford} has remained the dominant approach, although both a plurality in that case and majorities in subsequent court of appeals decisions have held the door open to “as applied” challenges by voters for whom the requirement poses particular barriers\textsuperscript{44} and to remedies that would allow those facing such burdens to prove their identities by alternative means.\textsuperscript{45} The signal features of Judge Johnson’s first-generation vote-suppression jurisprudence, however, help to demonstrate the error of the Court’s approach and point toward a more productive path forward.

The first feature of his analysis that may aid in this effort is the fundamentality of the vote. When a right is viewed as fundamental, the distinction between inconvenience and actionable burden may be less than clear-cut. In cases like \textit{Alabama} and \textit{Penton}, Judge Johnson acknowledged as much by citing longer waits to register, along with blunter impediments, such as the imposition of a writing test for black, but not white, applicants,\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, the fundamentality of the right to vote suggests the wrong-headedness of insisting on hard demonstrations of the numbers of voters denied or deterred as a result of these laws. When Judge Johnson granted an unconventional remedy enfranchising specific individuals who had been denied the opportunity to vote by Alabama registrars, as well as prohibiting specific practices going forward,\textsuperscript{47} he signified that the damage of such suppression could be found in part in the injury to the rights and dignity of individuals, as well as the threat to an entire class of voters.

Some jurists and scholarly commentators have begun to take up this mantle in the second-generation cases. Justice Souter noted, in a trenchant dissent in \textit{Crawford}, that the majority formally assents to the fundamentality of the right but “does not insist enough on the hard facts that our standard of review demands.”\textsuperscript{48} This conclusion grounds a stringent look at the state’s evidence regarding voter impersonation. Richard Hasen goes further, asking, “Why is it not unconstitutional to put new roadblocks in front of voters without adequate
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justification? Hasen’s recognition of the importance of the right leads him to propose replacing the Court’s approach with the standard articulated by Judge Evans in his Seventh Circuit Crawford dissent:

When a legislature passes an election-administration law discriminating against a party’s voters or otherwise burdening voters, courts should read the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause to require the legislature to produce real and substantial evidence that it has a good reason for burdening voters and that its means are closely connected to achieving those ends. This approach would not require delving into the motives of legislators . . . . Instead, evidence of [a desire to prevent fraud, save money, or instill voter confidence] should prompt courts to look skeptically upon asserted state interests unsupported by actual evidence.

Even if courts decline to see the fundamentality of the vote as rendering a range of burdens constitutionally suspect, they may be guided by a second feature of Judge Johnson’s vote-suppression jurisprudence: his insistence on developing and relying on a detailed factual record. In Alabama and Penton, the Judge invited investigation by the Department of Justice and compiled a range of documentation to demonstrate the disparate practices applied by registrars to black and white registrants. While some of this evidence was used to expose the pretextual character of defendants’ justifications, much of it went to establish a “pattern and practice” that was intended to and had the effect of preventing black citizens from registering to vote. The circumstances in second-generation cases are in some respects different: the impediment created to the right to vote is more evident on the face of state statutes and less dependent on the racially disparate practices of state officials. Yet if courts or commentators fail to take a more encompassing view of the right to vote and its restriction, careful development of the factual record may be necessary to connect strict ID requirements to group-based disparate effects.

Here the evidentiary landscape is still being populated, as social scientists and voting-rights advocates study the effect of voter-ID laws on state and local turnout. But existing studies point in several directions that might bolster the
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claims of plaintiffs in these cases. A first kind of evidence supports a more direct analogy between cases like *Alabama or Penton* and contemporary voter-ID requirements: this is evidence that state officials engage in racially disparate application of state law requirements. Early empirical studies suggest that black and Latino voters (as well as, in some jurisdictions, young voters) tend to be asked more frequently for ID—even where the state law gives officials no discretion over whether to ask for ID—and may be asked for picture ID where the state law does not require it. More central to these cases—particularly if courts require more than a generalized burden on the right to vote—is evidence that strict ID requirements bear more heavily on voters of color (or other marginalized voters, such as the poor or the elderly) or that strict requirements disparately affect the turnout of these groups. Here, the evidence is, at present, more contested. While some emerging studies document disparate effects for a number of racial groups, other investigators have challenged these findings on methodological grounds. Yet another line of inquiry suggests that voter-ID requirements in many states exacerbate preexisting inequalities that bear on the exercise of the franchise—a problem Judge Johnson found in the practice of
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registration slowdowns or the failure to provide adequate facilities for the registering of large numbers of unregistered minority voters. Advocacy and adjudication carefully focused on the evidence as it is emerging may enable plaintiffs to make, and courts to recognize, stronger cases than plaintiffs offered, for example, in the Crawford litigation.

A detailed focus on the factual record underlying litigants’ claims could, with perhaps greater authority, reshape the courts’ approach to state justifications for voter restrictions. In Crawford, the State failed to identify a single instance of voter-impersonation fraud in Indiana’s electoral history, and while it gestured toward the problem of voter fraud in other jurisdictions—again, without offering detailed evidence—the most salient examples it referenced involved fraud in absentee voting, which is not a problem remediable by strict ID requirements. Moreover, scholarly inquiry into the existence of voter fraud, including voter impersonation fraud, has found such fraud to be exceptionally rare. When such evidence, or the lack thereof, is made the focus of judicial attention—whether under the robust Crawford analysis described by Justice Souter or the revised focus on burdening the vote proposed by Professor Hasen—the stark absence of evidentiary support for the defendants’ rationale becomes clear. This lack of support, as well as the gap between the asserted justification and the voter-ID requirements enacted to implement it, should trigger the skepticism—or alertness to the possibility of pretext—that animates many of Judge Johnson’s first-generation vote-suppression opinions.

Beyond the way that courts adjudicate second-generation vote-suppression claims, there is a final thread in Judge Johnson’s first-generation opinions that may prove vital to mitigating vote suppression. This thread concerns the potentially ameliorative role of state officials responsible for administering any voting scheme. Despite the violations he observed, Judge Johnson insistently held to the view that state and local officials were the institutional actors who enjoyed the closest face-to-face relationship with citizens. He believed that their buy-in was crucial to the enforcement of constitutional commands and that the way citizens were acknowledged and treated by those officials was integral to their sense of dignity and equality. For this reason, Judge Johnson often placed substantial responsibility in the hands of those who had committed violations: directing their institutional choices through his decrees rather than displacing them with federal actors or resolving all choices through judicial command. In
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the vote-suppression cases, for example, he rejected the appointment of federal registrars, holding that the even-handed conduct of state and local officials—structured by a strong judicial decree—could “regain[] for Macon County and for the State of Alabama the integrity that the evidence in this case makes abundantly clear has been lost”\textsuperscript{64} in the voting field. There are many ways in which fair-minded, and even proactive, conduct by state election officials can mitigate the suppressive effects of voter-ID laws.

A first step is publicizing any applicable voter-ID standards, so that citizens understand the requirements and have maximum opportunity to obtain the forms of identification required. Research demonstrates that many of those who have failed to vote in the face of changes in standards actually possessed acceptable identification,\textsuperscript{65} suggesting that incomplete or poorly disseminated information may be a problem. State responsibility should encompass not only publicizing changes but also targeting those populations who are most likely to be burdened by new requirements, in ways that are linguistically and culturally appropriate.\textsuperscript{66} A second vital step is scrupulously even-handed administration of any applicable ID requirement. State and local officials must be vigilant about addressing the demonstrated dangers that standards will be applied disparately across racial groups or that officials will demand ID that is not required by state law. As this imperative suggests, careful training of all polling officials—including training so that the officials understand the various ways that voters can meet the applicable standards and can advise voters who have questions or inadequate forms of identification—is vital to the fair administration of any voter-ID regime. Officials must be able to explain alternatives, such as provisional voting, and what these alternatives may require of voters after election day in order to ensure that their votes count.

I observed the efficacy of such measures firsthand when I volunteered as an election observer for the Arizona Democratic Party in the November 2018 election. In 2004, Arizona passed what is considered to be a strict, non-picture-ID law. Voters must present an Arizona driver’s license; a federal, state, or local government-issued ID; an Arizona ID card; or a tribal enrollment card.\textsuperscript{67} If voters do not possess any of these forms of identification, they may present two alternative forms of ID, which include a recent bank statement, a utility bill, a property-tax statement, or an Arizona vehicle registration.\textsuperscript{68} Part of my job, as a poll observer, was to watch the way that ID requirements were being enforced and explained. After spending most of an uneventful day at a suburban precinct where most of the voters appeared to be white, I was reassigned
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to a majority-minority precinct on the outskirts of Phoenix. Supervisors explained that they were concerned about this precinct because of the risk that voter-ID requirements would present disproportionate obstacles to minority residents or that confusion about how to meet such requirements would create delays and extend late-day lines, discouraging precinct residents from voting. When I arrived at the precinct, however, I saw precisely the opposite pattern. The precinct captain—a white man who, I learned, was a longtime resident of the neighborhood—was working assiduously to make sure both polling staff and prospective voters understood the operation of the ID requirements. He walked up and down the line of waiting voters, making sure people possessed the preferred forms of ID or explaining to them the accepted range of alternatives if they did not. I watched him, and other poll workers, help voters find their most recent bank statement on their phones or advise them to return home in search of a utility bill. I saw the relief on the faces of voters as they located items electronically or returned with the required documents in hand. Actively expedited by the polling staff, the lines moved swiftly, and I saw almost no voters turned away. I suspect Judge Johnson would have been pleased.